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My early exposure to Arabian horses was through the late Betty and Jack Serpell of Faraway 

Farm Arabians in Mitta Mitta more than 45 years ago. I enjoyed riding the endurance horses 

on the worn out training tracks throughout the Mitta Valley. My first registered Arabian was 

leased from Betty and Jack for Pony club and showing as well as a little bit of endurance riding. 

The Arabian horse obsession just increased from there. As a young girl riding Arabians in Pony 

club and usually competing in riding, novelties and show jumping very successfully, my fellow 

competitors were in awe – An Arabian that could compete with any breed in all disciplines! 

Fast forward a few years I met my husband Peter and throughout the years to today we have 

shared our common interest in Arabians competing in a few endurance rides and now the show 

ring. We developed a further interest in Breeding and established our small stud, Kaferthal 

Arabians, in 1993.  With both of us having careers as well, we moved more to competing our 

Arabians at shows due to time constraints in training requirements of endurance horses. 

To me, owning and enjoying an Arabian can be anything you want it to be, from just enjoying 

a trail ride with friends to competing internationally. It’s not all about one discipline. Whatever 

you choose to do is just as great as the other. 

I have worked for the same company for 30 years and in my current role as a Network Manager 

for 17 years. I have a certificate 4 in Business and completed training in Consumer Law, OH 

&S and more. My experience in managing a large group of outlets, who are small business 

owners (Southern NSW), I believe, gives me the experience in dealing with different people 

and personalities. My negotiating skills are extremely important in this role. It’s important that 

these outlets remain viable, with customer expectations met, into the future. 

While the AHSA is moving forward from recent financial difficulties, there is much work to 

be done to sustain into the future. The members are the future so we need to maintain and 

increase membership. I am more than happy to listen to any member’s thoughts and ideas and 

feel that no matter who or what ideas they have, they are listened to. I don’t like cutting people 

off because they have too much to say. Because maintaining membership and the registration 

of the horses is extremely important, a review should regularly be conducted on the pricing 

structure to ensure we are meeting cost expectations of people as well as maintaining enough 

revenue to meet the Society operating needs. 

I am pleased to be nominated to represent Victoria on the board. I have nothing personal to 

gain from the nomination other than seeing the Arabian horse and Society flourish well into 

the future. 


